Multi-Purpose Silicone Grease (Clear) 20g Squeeze Tube

Product Highlights
Multi-Purpose Silicone Grease
Insulates Electronic Components
Water and Moisture Resistant
Lubricates and Seals Parts
Excellent Dielectric Grease
Non-Curing

Common Uses
Lubricating and Sealing.
Dielectric Grease.

Instructions
Surfaces should be clean and dry. Unscrew cap, cut the tip off. Tool or form the silicone grease as per application requirements. Apply the silicone to surfaces and remove the excess silicone after tooling with a dry clean cloth.

Specifications
Meets and Exceeds: Mil-S-8660C, SAE-AS-8660
VOC: VOC Compliant (<3%), Low Odor
Operating Temperature Range: -57°C to +204°C (-70°F to +400°F)
Curing Time: Non-Curing Grease, Retains Consistency
Color: Clear
Size: 20g squeeze tube
Dielectric Strength: 460 V/mil (18 kV/mm)

Storage and Handling
Store refrigerated or at room temperature 3-25°C (37-77°F).

Shelf Life
>60 months

Transportation
This product has no shipping restrictions. Shipping below 0°C (32°F) or above 25°C (77°F) for normal transit times by ground or air will not impact this product's stated shelf life.